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Q. 11, Bring out the appropriateness of the title "Lord of the 
mb elir 

Ans. William Golding ia one of the greatest novelists of the 
century. Hel was 1ived through two world wars and has had personal 

an Flies". 9 

of the novel is a nuclear war in Europe. Golding's philosophy is to 
restore principles in an unprincipled world, and to restore belief in 
this world of disblievers. This is what he tries to achieve in this 
novel also. The novel apparently deals with a boyish adventure but 
the inner theme is an "attempt to trace the defects of society back to 
the defects of human nature." 

experience of what a war does to human society. The background 

The title of the novel can be traced back to the Jewish hierarchy 
of demons where Beelzebub is called Lord of the Flies'. He is 

Supposed to be the chief representative of false gods. 
appropriate because Golding tries to convey_the moral that the worid 
not a reasonable place and that power corrupts and a person has 

ive with the darkness of man's heart. What we realise is that once 

A restraints of civilization are removed, the Lord of the Flies or Evil 

The title is most 

Degins to rule over us. The grownups are engaged in a deadly warfare 

majority of them paint themselves, throw off their clothes and turn into 
vages worshipping the Lord of the Flies.) ( 

Once the Beast becomes a reality for the boys, Jack Merridew 

of the sow he killed 

and the children on the islad get into an open conilict. The vast 

thinks of appeasing it by ceremony and sacrifice. He leaves the head 

them 
the beast It's a gift." He hopes that in this way the Beast will leave theirthem alone. This was the practice of primitive savages who appeased 

y sacrifice and offerings. A new order is set up by Jack 

torture take place of peaceful coexistence. Simon 

and Ralph is hunted down. 
pact of the Lord of the Flies on the boys. 

This head is for as an offering to the beast.

their deities by 
where murder and 
is killed, Piggy is killed Thus we notice 

The inherent 
the full impa 
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evil of the human heart becomes 
manifest through Jack and his 

hunters. 
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He does 

Simon alone is free from the obsession of the Beast. 

But then he sees the killing of the sow by Jack 

not believe in it. 

and offering its head as a gift for the darkness, he is nauseated. The 

sow's head swarming with flies on a stake planted in the ground 

seemed to him to be the Lord of the Flies'. The grinning head told 
"I am part of you." 

him what the Beast was. It was the evil in man. 

He discovered the dead airman but he is unable to communicate the 

truth to his companions. 

Q. 12. What is the inner significance of the novel, Lord of the 

Flies'? 
Or 

Discuss the philosophical mood in the Lord of the Flies. 

Or 

Bring out the moral message of the novel, 'Lord of the 

Flies 
Ans. The first thing to remember is that Lord of the Flies' 

was not written for children. The only feature that it shares with The 

Coral Island, written by Ballantyne is the setting. Although it must 

be admitted that by choosing Ralph and Jack for the names of his two 

chief characters Golding invites comparison with what was frankly a 

boys adventure story, with Ralph and Jack as its two "heroes". The 
central theme of the story is adult : the startling conception that the 

veneer of "civilization" can fall away, under great strain, completely 
and disastrously. Many novels and plays have been written on this 
universal theme, but by choosing a group of boys all under 12, to 

illustrate it, Golding has heightened the drama and-some would say 
-exaggerated its effect. 

It should also be remembered that the boys who ran wildest 
the first to succumb to their savage instincts, were cathedral choir 
boys. (Golding himself taught in a Cathedral city school which had 
strong Cathedral connections.) Such boys live most of the lives in 
religious atmosphere; they are naturally supposed to be more content 
and innocent and better behaved than other boys. By allowing 
cathedral choirboys to deteriorate so tragically he has once mo heightened the drama and again, according to some critics been guly 
of unfair exaggeration. 

Apart from his naval service in the Second World War, Golding 
has lived by teaching, and these two facts of his private life are close reflected in his written work. For example, only a person with prac experience of teaching small boys could recreate so effectively n psychology of the littluns and their outlook on the world. 

In Golding's own words, Lord of the Flies is an attempt to ehe 
e 

the defects of society back to the defects of human nature." story unfolds of a group of half-educated Engligh schoolboys revei 
As 
erting 
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eavagery on a Pacific island, the reader witnesses parables of the 

Tan situation, in which a few cowering hopes can be seen by a light uncertain to fix them in any overall philosophical design. A taste 
cruelty is blended with an occasional command of fine pathos, 
roducing an atmosphere which makes the reader shrink, while 
scinating and astonishing him at the same time. 

Thus, for all its light touches, Lord of the Flies is like a 
&aoment of nightmare, with the reader reluctantly compelled to admit 
that things could very well turn out that way and that there are not 
many steps of regression trom cathedral choir to tribal savagery. With 
noetic imagination Golding faces the moral problems of his story in an honest and assured manner, and Lord of the Flies becomes an allegory of regression, which as it descends, leaves a bitter trail of fear, in humanity and death. It is a novel of tragic force and deep moral power, 

Regarded purely as a story, it is excellently constructed and worked out, with the various children just sufficiently individualized and with the tension built up stadily to the shattering climax of the closing chapters in which Ralph finds himself outlawed and hunted as a tribal scapegoat and potential sacrifical victim. 
As a story, then, Lord of the Flies is a very fine romance in the classical tradition. Yet none of the things which preoccupy. Golding as a moral philosopher are seriously sacrificed by the novel's plot. Throughout, there broods a sense of conjunction between the inner (spiritual) and outer (physical) worlds ; there is an instantaneous sense of nature ; fear and paranoia are distributed where they belong. The author's sense of animal pain and horror is governed by the sanity of the natural historian. Piggy, Ralph, Simon and the boys who paint themselves and turn savage, are alive and form a recognizable society. The whole effect, realistic and anti-mythical, is better grounded than most of the book's idyllic predecessors like Coral Island. Q. 13. Comment on the novel, 'Lord of the Flies' as a study of boyish psychology. 

Or 
Comment on the treatment of child-life in "Lord of the Flies". 

Ans. William Golding was a school master by profession. He to teaching s0on after his academic studies and was a school him Or several years before he gave up teaching in 1962 to devote ch to full-time writing. These long years of contact with school thgave him a deep knowledge of boyish psychology. Thus here schoo children wt 
no grown-ups to 
the boyish way. 

the novel. of the Flies' he deals with a group of British who are cut off fróm the civilised world. There are 

They manage things in 
But soon they are led astrày. inthe r stresses the point that the young minds can be easily external factors that surround them. This is the reason 

guide or to control them. 
At first they are happy. 

nced by 



for their going after Jack and deserting Ralph who alone col 

an orderly peacefiul 
life for theny 
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oys. They 
We gein the novea caçefully 

selected group of bove 

They represent a clas as well 
a ment to 

are types as well as 
individuals hey 

represent a class 

the boys described in the they 
exhibit 

their own 
peculiaritie 

Let us pause for a wel 

deal. of have a glimpse of these 
characterfstics 

of the boys descri ent 

novel. There is first of all, Ralph. He 1s the common 
, courageous 

idea" 

and 

t 

cted chief 
British boy,), He is 

fair-haired, 
athletic in build, courage 

ongst 

Of 

hand is 

counterpart. 
He is the commqn bully in any 

school. He 

boy 
ie 

fou 

hie 

Such a boy usually becomes the h outt 

Jack on the other 

resource ful. He is a natural leader and so^is elected chief an his 

(Pig to0, is a typical 

among any group of boys. ) He is "fat, physically disabled and hnd 

the nov 

all of them 
almost 

unanimously.Jack 

on the other 

He 
hand 

is jealous 
gs 

capacity for physical 
exertíon. Such a boy usually becomes theno 

of ridiculc and this is exactly what happens to Piggy in the nau 

an 
But he is an intelligent boy and has power to think.'( Simon io 

He 
individualist. He,is a dreame and has great powers of intuition 

asj. 
njoy 

and has little respect 
for rulesPIgEy, 

too, is a typical 
ed 

bov 
and has no 

u 

isrationalist 
He does not believe in the existence of the bea 

He alone perhaps has no fear./Sam They and are Eric also are tWins typical. and they They eni a are 

the common 
name Samneric. 

identical in appearance They also talk, act and smile alike. On 

canno be distinguished' from the other. ,hen we have the group of 

boys known as the littluns,)It is their generiç name. hey are boys 

distinguished by no special characteristics. vhey Iive their own lives 

and keep away from the bullying of the bigger boys. 

here a whole gallery of variuos types of boy_/ 

handied each type expertly and convincingly. 

The passenger tube crashlands on an unknown island and the 

group of school children find themselves alone, cut off from the world 

of grown-ups. This peculiar situation is accepted differently by the 

first two boys introduced. Piggy is frightened at the prospect ofa 

life without the elders while Ralph is delighted at the thought of a 

realised ambition, He feels elated and stands on his head. This is a 

correct estimate of boyish behaviour in such a situation. They want 

freedom. They want to be out of sight of their parents and teachers 

in 1act we find the boys organizing themselves under a chief witn 

several rules and-fegulations. They have their regular assemblies to 

iscuss and decide things/ These are reminiscent of public school i 

soon unexpected próblems crop up/- No one likes to keep tne 
Tules, no one likes to work..( They prefer games to work, they pr 
fun to serious duty. Thus they go hunting, neglecting the fire. Ine 
g0 painting themselves as savages, neglecting the building ol 10 
This is exactly what would happen in any group or DOys They themselves. (They are likely to forget the priority of vaiuey will ren after Ymmediate fun and enjoyment. 

One 

They are boys 

Thus we have 
Golding thus has 

This is a 

They 

Angther imno rance 



gate 

the 
mysterious, The 

is 
reported 

to be a snak 

They have 1IS Wers 57 great fear of the unk known and the 

such stories. 

inscrutable The 

te tned to be a snake, then as a monster from the 

They blindly believe reports and do not care to investi 

hearing 

The beast create fear among the boys. (As first see it with their own eyes. A huge ape-like thing 
sea. the bigger boys Then 

th ng 
with its head between its knees. The beast has become a reality 

to 
keep 

his hold on the boys, 

the 
dead body of a pilot. 

for 
them, 

Jack exploits the situation and tries to perpetuate this fear 
believe in the 

Simon also does not believe in the 
c all by himself to investigate and finds that it is only But before he is able to reveal the truth, 

He goes all not 
beast. 

And the truth dies with him. 

adventure. 
Jack's tribe with painted bodies and spears, with their 

Ralph and the disciplined life under him. Besides, there is the attraction of roasted pork and a sense of security from the beast. So 

psychology. He gives a panorama of varied types of boys, their 

he is murdered, 

Jack 1ack plays on the boyish psychology to draw away the bovs boys the them by offering them a life of fun and 
trom 

Ralph. He attracts 
of fun 

and singing, is a great attraction for the boys and thev 

and 
dancing and spears, with their 

atua 
the boys leave their civilised rationalI life for one of barbarism and 

desert 
there is the 

So 
irrational dictatorship. 

Thus Golding has revealed his deep knowledge of boyish of boyish 

their individual characteristics, their ideals and their attractions. The novel 1 ord of the Flies' is indeed a deep study of boyish psychology and 

individual 

behaviour. 

0.14. How did the boys who crash-land on the island organize +h 


